BSA Troop 75
Code of Conduct
I,
, understand that I must be on my best behavior during all Boy Scout
activities. I further understand that misbehavior and inappropriate activities will not be tolerated. I will
remember that a Scout is courteous, kind and friendly. The Troop will always work as a team. I will
1. Live by the Scout Oath
2. Live by and practice the Scout Law
3. Live by and practice the Outdoor Code, and follow Totin’ Chip and Firem ‘n Chit guidelines
Behaviors that are not allowed at any Scout functions include, but are not necessarily limited to:














Disobeying junior or adult leaders
Hazing or bullying of other Scouts
Foul or inappropriate language of any kind
Hitting, fighting or similar actions
Refusing to follow Troop uniform policy
Not following the Buddy System and other safe Scoutcraft procedures
Leaving a designated area without an adult leader’s permission
Lying, cheating, stealing and any form of inappropriate activity
Being uncooperative or not following the posted or verbal schedule of activities and assignments
Disrupting activities
Intentionally damaging property or equipment
Refusing to take prescribed medications
Doing anything that would be considered dangerous

Scouts must take personal responsibility for all of their own behavior, both good and bad. While one cannot
control the behavior of others, one can, and must, control one’s own behavior. Behavioral violations will be
dealt with by the Jr. Leadership and, if necessary, the Adult Leadership. The consequences of misbehavior will
vary depending upon the severity, and repetition, of the offense(s). I understand that these consequences can
include warnings, sitting out during an activity, parent conferences, having a parent take me home from a
Scout activity, a Disciplinary Board of Review, suspension and expulsion from the Troop.

_____________________________
Signature of Scout
(Date)
I have discussed the behavior expectations and misbehavior consequences with my son. Furthermore, I agree to pick my
son up from a Scout activity, if necessary, even if the activity is out of town, at any hour.

_____________________________

Signature of Parent

(Date)

